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Abstract
Post-transcriptional modification of RNA (RNA editing, RNAe) results in differences between the RNA transcript and the
genomic DNA sequence (RDD). Enzymatic modification of adenosine to inosine (A2I) by ADAR is the most studied type of
RNAe. However, few genetic association studies with A2I RNAe events have been conducted. Some studies have analyzed
the inter-population RNAe-QTL diversity in humans, but the sample size of these studies was limited. Other types of RNA
and DNA differences have been reported but are largely understudied. Here, we report a comprehensive analysis of all types
of RDD, based on two independent datasets. We found that A2I was by far the most observed type of RDD. Moreover,
manual curation suggests that A2I is likely the only enzymatically driven RNAe type observed in blood derived DNA, all
other non-A2I RDD could either be attributed to sequencing and processing artifacts, or are a result of somatic DNA
rearrangements. We then conducted an in-cis genetic association study and identified 472 genetic associations (RNAe-QTL),
that were replicated in both datasets. We confirm the potential effect of the RNAe-QTL on RNA structure by showing that
allele specific RNAe occurs in heterozygotes. Although the generally assumed function of RNAe is to destabilize double
stranded RNA structure, we found clear evidence for the potential additional involvement of RNAe in maintaining RNA
hairpin that has been altered by the RNAe-QTL. Our study confirms, in two independent datasets, the potential role of RNAe
in maintaining RNA structure in the presence of genetic variation.

Introduction

RNA editing (RNAe) is a post-transcriptional process
consisting of the enzymatic modification of a nucleotide in
the RNA molecule, resulting in a nucleotide in the tran-
scriptomic sequence other than what is encoded by the
genome. The conversion of adenosine (A) nucleotides to
inosines (I) (A2I) – which will be read as a Guanine (G)
using standard RNA-sequencing techniques -constitutes the

most common type of RNAe [1]. A2I RNAe is performed
by the adenosine deaminase acting on the RNA (ADAR)
family of proteins, which is found in many Metazoans and
mammals [2, 3]. There are three mammalian ADAR pro-
teins: ADAR (ADAR1), ADARB1 (ADAR2), and
ADARB2 (ADAR3). ADAR and ADARB1 have A2I
RNAe activity while ADARB2 appears to be catalytically
inactive [4].

Taking advantage of the rapid progress in RNA-
sequencing technologies, millions of A2I RNAe sites have
been reported in humans [5, 6]. RNAe occurs pre-
dominantly in alu repeats of the 3′ untranslated and intronic
regions, and their proposed function in vertebrates is to edit
endogenous long double stranded RNAs – the favorite
target of ADAR enzymes – in order to prevent the immune
system activation caused by the presence of double stranded
RNA, which is also a marker of viral infection [2]. In
addition, RNAe has been shown to play a role in RNA
stability [7], RNA nuclear retention [8] and in transcript
diversification by acting on splicing [9] and micro RNA
target sequence and abundance [10].
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Variants in ADAR1 are directly associated with dys-
chromatosis symmetrica herediataria, an autosomal
dominant pigmentary genodermatosis characterized by
hyperpigmented and hypopigmented macules on the
extremities [11] and Aicardi-Goutières syndrome, a
genetically determined inflammatory disorder particularly
affecting the brain and skin, which is associated with
increased production of the antiviral cytokine interferon α
[12]. Reduction of RNAe due to loss or suppression of
ADAR2 is associated with a range of neuronal disorders
such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis [13]. Alterations of
ADAR2-mediated RNAe levels has been linked to a brain
cancer [14]. Increase of overall RNAe and ADAR1
expression has been related to different cancer types
[15, 16] and reduced RNAe efficiency has been proposed
to be a potential innovative therapeutic target of those
tumors [17].

Three genome wide association studies in humans and
two target gene association studies in Drosophila melano-
gaster have been conducted to identify genetic variants
associated with variability in A2I events (RNAe-QTLs).
These studies have shown that RNAe events are mostly
regulated by in cis genetic effects and RNAe-QTL over-
lapped with QTL associated with blood metabolite levels,
obesity related traits, and blood protein levels. Nonetheless,
none of the A2I genetic association studies has been repli-
cated in an independent dataset [18–22]. In light of the
growing concern about publication bias and the dearth of
compelling replications, a follow-up analysis is a necessary
step in validating these findings.

Here, we assessed RNA-to-DNA sequence differences
(RDD) in two independent cohorts. We performed RNA
sequencing for transcriptome quantification (RNA-seq)
using RNA extracted from white blood cells of 320
individuals from the multi-ethnic QMDiab study [23]. The
mean read depth was 16 million reads per sample. We
analyzed publicly available RNA-seq data from 421
European and African individuals from the Geuvadis
RNA-seq project [24]. We identified 2599 RDD sites in
common to both datasets. After manual curation, we
found that all the non-A2I RDD were technical limitations
rather than biological RNAe events. We then reported a
genetic association study (in cis) with 2099 high quality
A2I sites. We detected 1257 cis-RNAe-QTLs in Geuvadis
and replicated 472 of these RNAe-QTLs in QMDiab.
Furthermore, RNA structure prediction and local
sequence alignment indicate that RNAe-QTL might reg-
ulate RNAe by acting on RNA secondary structure.
Finally, we found clear evidence of RNAe-QTL allele
specific RNAe (ASE) suggesting that RNAe-QTL is
involved in ASE by influencing the RNA secondary
structure.

Material and methods

Sample collection

The Geuvadis RNA-seq data is a collection of 462 mRNA
sequencing on lymphoblastoid cell line samples from five
populations: the CEPH (CEU), Finns (FIN), British (GBR),
Toscani (TSI), and Yoruba (YRI) [24]. Of these, 421 are in
the 1000 Genomes Phase 1 data set. QMDiab is a cross-
sectional case-control study that was conducted between
February and June 2012 at the Dermatology Department of
HMC in Doha, Qatar. QMDiab has been described pre-
viously and comprises male and female participants in near
equal proportions, aged between 23 and 71 years, mainly of
Arab, South Asian and Filipino descent [23]. The initial
study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards of
HMC and Weill Cornell Medicine—Qatar (research proto-
col #11131/11). Written informed consent was obtained
from all participants. RNA-seq was performed on whole
blood cells in QMDiab sample.

RDD sites detection

The pipeline for detecting RDD site is described in Fig. 1.
Briefly, 421 and 320 individuals from Geuvadis and
QMDiab projects respectively were included. RNA
sequence reads from both studies were aligned to the
Genome Reference Consortium human genome reference
build 37 (GRCh37) using STAR aligner and data were
processed following The Genome Analysis ToolKit
(GATK) best practices for RNA sequence variant calling
[25, 26]. Insertions and deletions were removed from the
analysis. We filtered out poorly covered calls (≤10 reads)
and we kept only common RDD sites present in >10% of
individuals in both datasets. Polymorphic sites of the gen-
ome reported with a frequency ≥1% in at least one of the
four public databases, 1000 Genomes, Exac, Exome Variant
Server, and GnomAD, were removed leaving 10,865 and
29,166 high quality RDD sites in the Geuvadis and
QMDiab dataset, respectively.

We defined RDD level by the fraction of the edited to
total number of reads covering the RDD position. We
removed 250 RDD with <10% of difference in the RNAe
level between the 90th and the 10th percentile in either
Geuvadis or QMDiab. We removed 70 RDD sites matching
a position covered by <5 reads in DNA-seq for >90% of
Geuvadis individuals. We then removed 272 RDD sites
for which the fraction of the alternative allele in DNA-seq
was ≥10% in more than 1% of Geuvadis individuals. RDD
site annotation was carried out using Annovar [27]. R
was used for data organization, plotting, and statistical
analyses [28].
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DNA genotyping and imputation

Whole genome sequencing imputed variant calling files for
the 1,000 genome project phase 3 were downloaded from the
University of California, Santa Cruz website (http://hgdow
nload.cse.ucsc.edu/gbdb/hg19/1000Genomes/phase3/). A total
of 38,187,570 autosomal variants were called for 462
individuals. Forty one individuals with 10% of missing
genotypes (Plink software [29] option –mind 0.1) were
excluded. In all, 32,079,946 SNVs were removed due to
missing genotypes, Hardy Weinberg Equilibrium, or allele
frequency filters (Plink options --geno 0.02 --hwe 1E-6
--maf 0.05). A total of 6,107,624 remaining variants were
included in the analysis. DNA was extracted from
320 samples from QMDiab and genotyped by the WCM-Q
genomics core facility using the Illumina Omni 2.5 array
(version 8). We used Shapeit [30] for phasing and impute 2
[31] for imputation using the 1000 genomes as reference. A
total of 18,829,416 high quality imputed autosomal SNPs
were obtained for 320 samples. No sample was excluded

due to a low overall call rate (<90%). In all, 14,052,475
variants were removed due to missing genotype,
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium, or minor allele threshold
(PLINK option --geno 0.02 --hwe 1E-6 --maf 0.05), leaving
4,776,941 autosomal variants.

In cis association discovery

The RNAe data from the Geuvadis project was used for
discovery. We used Plink to fit linear models to RNAe
levels, using the three first principal components (PCs)
computed on SNPs and the expression level of the gene
carrying the RNAe site as covariates (Fig. 1). Twenty-six
RNAe sites that do not belong to annotated transcripts were
excluded. The three first PCs explain 41.8% of the varia-
bility. As RNAe is mainly regulated in cis [32], we targeted
SNPs within 10Mb upstream or downstream of the RNAe
site. A total of 6,973 RNAe-QTL associations covering
4,823 SNPs that passed the Bonferroni multi-testing cor-
rection (P < 0.05/N/2,099 where N is the number of SNPs
within 10Mb upstream or downstream the RNAe site) were
retained. For each RNAe-QTL, we grouped all the asso-
ciations that are in LD >0.8 into one RNAe-QTL locus. The
sentinel is then defined for each group by its strongest
association. A total of 1257 genetic associations represent-
ing one or more sentinels associated with one or more
RNAe sites that passed the Bonferroni multi-testing cor-
rection were identified.

Replication

We used QMDiab data for replication. Plink software was
used to fill the linear model with the three first PCs com-
puted on SNPs (explaining 20.8% of the variation), gender,
age, diabetes, and the expression level of the gene carrying
the RNAe site as covariates. The tag SNP was defined by
the strongest association in QMDiab from all the highly
correlated SNPs with the tag SNP in Geuvadis (LD >0.8). A
total of 827 RNAe-QTL (65.8%) from Geuvadis have a tag
SNP in QMDiab. In all, 472 (57.1% of RNAe-QTL with a
tag SNP in QMDiab) passed the Bonferroni correction (P <
0.05/1,257). All replicated RNAe-QTL with P < 0.05 in
QMDiab and minor allele frequency <30% in Geuvadis and
QMDiab showed the same trend in both datasets (Table S1).
As the sample size of Geuvadis (421) and QMDiab (320)
was comparable, no statistical power for replication was
estimated.

Multiple alignment and RNA secondary structure
prediction

Alignment of reverse sequence of ±30 bp surrounding the
RNAe site and the ±30 bp surrounding the RNAe-QTL was

Geuvadis
422 samples

RNA-seq

QMDiab
320 samples

RNA-seq

• RDD covered by > 10X
• RDD present in > 10% of individuals in both datasets
• RDD not matching a common SNP (MAF ≥ 1%)

• RDD with 90th – 10th level percen�les > 0.1 in both datasets
• RDD with no alterna�ve alleles in DNA-seq

• RDD not falling in soma�c recombina�on regions
• RDD not falling in duplicated regions
• RDD not falling in polymorphic HLA region

Geuvadis
10,865 RDD

QMDiab
29,166 RDD

2,599 RDD
in both datasets

2,119 RDD
in both datasets

3.191 RDD
in both datasets

• In cis gene�c associa�on study in Geuvadis

1,257 RNAe-QTL
in Geuvadis

• Replica�on in QMDiab

472 RNAe-QTL
in both datasets

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the study design. A workflow for detecting
RDD in two independent datasets.
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performed using Clustal [33]. Alignment free energy was
estimated using the RNAalifold function of Vienna RNA
package 2 [34]. We used RNAfold program implemented in
the Vienna RNA package 2 [34] with default parameters to
predict the RNA secondary.

Results

RNA-DNA-differences (RDD)

We identified RDD sites by calling Single Nucleotide
Polymorphisms (SNPs) from RNA-sequencing in two
independent datasets (Fig. 1 and Methods). A total of
10,865 and 29,166 RDD sites were detected in Geuvadis
and QMDiab, respectively. In total, 24,570 (95%) RNAe
sites detected exclusively in QMDiab were excluded from
Geuvadis because they did not reach the required coverage
(>10×) in 10% of Geuvadis individuals. We identified 5,145
RNAe sites exclusively in Geuvadis, most likely due to the
higher RNAe activity in lymphocyte cell lines used in
Geuvadis comparing to whole blood cells used in QMDiab
[35] (Fig. 2a). A total of 2,599 RDD sites were present in

both datasets. A2I which is sequenced as an A to G mod-
ification is the most common type of RDD. A total of 2312
(89%) of the RDD sites we identified were A2I RDD. The
remaining 287 were non-A2I RDDs. Interestingly, 2237
(96.8%) of A2I were already reported in at least one of the
three public RNAe databases: Radar [5], Darned [6], or
GTEx [3]. Furthermore, 1893 (84.6%) of these A2I sites
were present in all three databases and only 46 (2.1%) were
exclusive to one database (Fig S1). Ninety one percent of
the A2I sites located to repetitive alu regions (Fig. 2b). A2I
sites were found across all chromosomes and the number of
A2I sites per chromosome correlates with the number of
coding genes (Pearson= 0.81), where chromosomes 1 and
19 consequently have the largest number of A2I RDDs
(Fig. 2c). Unlike A2I, non-A2I sites were mainly localized
on HLA regions of the chromosome 6, and chromosomes 4,
9, and 20 (Fig. 2c). All possible types of non-A2I base
modifications were observed at a different level. The most
common non-A2I RDD types were C2T and T2G sub-
stitutions, representing 43% of the total non-A2I RDDs
(Fig. 2d).

The difference between the RNA and the DNA that we
identified here as RDD can be explained by different
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two independent datasets.
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processes: editing of the RNA (RNAe); editing of the cel-
lular DNA i.e., rearrangement of the genomic DNA within
the immunoglobulin genes in cells of the B-lymphocyte
lineage (somatic recombination) or hypermorphic HLA
regions; APOBEC-mediated DNA editing; the presence of
unannotated SNPs or alignment and calling errors. We
investigated whether an observed RDD is due to RNAe,
somatic recombination or processing artifact. Starting with
non-A2I RDD, we first considered the difference between
the DNA that is the predecessor of the RNA and the DNA
sequence in the reference genome used, as both datasets
used lymphocytes for RNA-seq (Lymphoblastoid cells in
Geuvadis and whole blood cells in QMDiab). A total of 97
non-A2I RDDs belong to the HLA region on chromosome
6, five belong to the immunoglobulin heavy locus on
chromosome 14, two belong to the immunoglobulin kappa
locus on chromosome 2, and three belong to the immu-
noglobulin lambda locus on chromosome 22.

We then assessed the effect of sequence alignment
ambiguity due to sequence duplications not reflected in the
reference genome. For example, 30 non-A2I sites locate to
the FRG1 gene region on chromosome 4, and 54 non-A2I
sites locate to the homologous pseudogene FRG1B on
chromosome 20, and 45 non-A2I sites locate to a region on
chromosome 9. Sequence comparison analysis showed 93%
sequence identity between these three regions. Forty-seven
further non-A2I RDD fall in regions which also have high
sequence homology with another region of the genome
(>90% identity). These RDDs are thus likely artifacts and
the result of ambiguity in sequence read alignment.

Only four non-A2I RDDs remained after filtering for
possible misalignment and RDD located in V(D)J recom-
bination regions. Read alignment visualization using the
Integrative Genomics Viewer [36] of these four non-A2I
sites shows that all the reads seem to start or end at these
sites. Thus, the absence of reads that actually span these
non-A2I sites suggest these RDDs to be an artifact (Fig S2).
Taken together, these observations suggest that none of the
observed non-A2I sites are due to RNAe, at least not in the
blood circulating immune cells analyzed here.

We then assessed the number of A2I sites falling in
duplicated or V(D)J recombination regions. Based on these
observations, we decided to also remove 193 A2I sites that
fall into HLA, somatic recombination or duplicated genome
regions. A total of 2119 A2I sites were kept for further
analysis. Importantly, all these A2I sites were reported in at
least one public database (Table S1). In addition, the overall
(mean) RNAe level of the 2,119 A2I sites was strongly
correlated between the two datasets (Pearson= 0.86. Fig-
ure 2e). Together, these observations suggest that these A2I
RDD are real RNAe events and unlikely due to any tech-
nical limitations.

Effect of RNAe-QTL on RNA secondary structure

Genetic association analysis showed that most of the
RNAe sites were associated with more than a single SNP
(Table S1). For each RNAe site, we aimed to identify the
causal RNAe-QTL over all the associated SNPs. RNAe-
QTL could be localized on the same or the opposite strand
of the RNAe site in a folded double-stranded RNA
molecule. To characterize the potential effect of RNAe-
QTL controlling RNAe event on RNA secondary struc-
ture, we focused on RNAe-QTL opposite to the RNAe site
within a potential RNA hairpin structure. We performed
local alignment of the RNA sequence in the direct vicinity
of the RNAe site against the reverse sequences sur-
rounding all the associated SNPs (P < 1e–6). We identi-
fied the causal RNAe-QTL by pairwise sequence
alignment and then estimated the minimal estimated free
energy.

To identify the potential causal RNAe-QTL, we tar-
geted RNAe sites filling the two conditions: (i) the
strongest association was replicated in QMDiab, and (ii)
both RNAe site and the associated SNPs were located on
the same transcript and within 5000 bp distance. We then
performed local alignment of the ±30 base pairs (bp)
surrounding the RNAe site to the inverse+ /- 30 bp sur-
rounding all the associated SNPs. We chose ±30 bp
sequence for a reliable pairwise sequence alignment in
repeated alu elements where most of RNAe sites and their
associated SNPs were localized. We found 65 RNAe sites
filling conditions (i) and (ii) (Table S2). In 31 cases, the
potential causal RNAe-QTL (the alignment with the
minimal free energy) was the strongest association
(Fig S7–S10 for examples). We identified 20 other cases
where the potential causal RNAe-QTL was not the
strongest associations. Nonetheless, the potential causal
RNAe-QTL for these 20 cases was highly correlated (R2
> 0.9) with the strongest association (Table S2). For the
14 remaining RNAe sites, the RNAe-QTL with the lowest
free energy alignment was not correlated to the strongest
association (R2 < 0.9).

To confirm the causal RNAe-QTL identification, we
predicted the RNA secondary structure of sequence in the
vicinity of the 65 RNAe sites. Interestingly, the predicted
RNA structure of the transcripts harboring 4 RNAe sites
showed the potential causal RNAe-QTL was localized on
the exact opposite of the RNAe site within the double
stranded RNA segment (hairpin). Moreover, the potential
causal RNAe-QTL for these four cases was the strongest
association over all the associated SNPs (Table S2).
Importantly, the potential causal RNAe-QTL alleles were
Uracil (U) to Cytosine (C) where U was associated with a
lower RNAe level and C with a higher RNAe level [37].

Identification of genetic variants controlling RNA editing and their effect on RNA structure. . .



This observation indicates that depending on the RNAe
state, each allele has a potential opposite effect on the
RNAe event by enhancing as in the case of C in nonedited
RNA or U in edited RNA, or reducing as in the case of U in
nonedited RNA or C in edited RNA the generation of a loop
in the double stranded structure (Fig. 3 for an example of
one case and Fig S4–S6 for the remaining three cases).
These results suggest the involvement of the potential
causal RNAe-QTL in regulating RNAe events by acting on
the RNA structure.

Allele specific RNA editing

Next, we assessed allele specific RNA editing (ASE) for the
two alleles of the RNAe-QTL. ASE is the determination
whether RNAe displays RNAe-QTL allele specificity
(Fig. 4a). All the RNAe-QTLs were bi-allelic SNPs with
only two alleles: reference and alternative (multi-allelic
SNPs and indels were filtered out). ASE was estimated on
heterozygous individuals as they carry both alleles. Both
datasets were sequenced using paired end sequencing
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technology. We involved only sequencing reads or pair of
reads (mates) that carry both the RNAe site and the RNAe-
QTL. We counted for each allele of the RNAe-QTL, the
number of edited and nonedited reads. For each RNAe

site, we enumerated individuals having at least five reads
or mates covering both the RNAe site and the RNAe-QTL
and kept only sites with more than ten individuals in
both projects. Finally, the significance of the ASE was
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Fig. 4 Allele specific RNA editing (ASE). a Schematic diagram of
ASE. Pairs of RNAe sites and associated RNAe-QTL falling on the
same reads offer the opportunity to compute ASE on heterozygous.
b ASE level (RNAe displaying RNAe-QTL allele-specificity) for the
association RNAe site chr16:15795035 and the ANP
rs1180588 showing a similar ASE level for the reference allele (T) in
wild type homozygous (wt_T) and heterozygous genotypes (het_T),
and a similar ASE level associated with the alternative allele (c) in
homozygous for the alternative allele (hom_C) and heterozygous
genotypes (het_C) in Geuvadis (left) and in QMDiab replication
(right). In this case, both RNAe site and the associated SNP
(rs1180588) are close enough to be on the same reads. C. ASE level
for the strongest association with the RNAe site chr16:15795035;

rs8048427. The RNAe site and the RNAe-QTL were too distant to fall
on the same reads. Represented here are only ASE level for reference
allele in homozygous wild type (T) and ASE level for the alternative
allele for homozygous for the alternative allele (c). d Linkage dis-
equilibrium plot for the region covering the two RNAe-QTL
rs1180588 and rs8048427. The value within each diamond repre-
sents the pairwise correlation between SNPs defined by the upper left
and the upper right sides of the diamond. Shading represents the
magnitude and significance of pairwise LD, with a red-to-white gra-
dient reflecting higher to lower LD values. In both datasets, the two
RNAe-QTL (colored in blue) belong to the same LD block suggesting
that these two RNAe-QTLs represent a single signal.
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estimated using Fisher’s exact and chi squared tests in both
datasets.

Out of 18 identified cases, both statistical tests show
clear evidence for ASE in 17 cases in both datasets
(Table S3). For example, the RNAe site chr16:15795035
was associated with the RNAe-QTL rs1180588 in Geuvadis
(P= 1.67e–104) and the RNAe-QTL association was
replicated in QMDiab (P= 6.17e–60). Both alleles T
(reference) and C (alternative) show RNAe level specificity
in heterozygous individuals (Table S3). To confirm the ASE
at the individual level, we estimated the ASE level asso-
ciated with each allele. Interestingly, the ASE level was
higher for allele C (associated with high RNAe level)
compared with allele T (associated with low RNAe level) in
both datasets (Fig. 4b).

Furthermore, another SNP (rs8048427) represents the
strongest association for this RNAe site chr16:15795035. In
addition, rs8048427 is the potential causal RNAe-QTL (Fig
S5). Following these observations, we investigated the ASE
for the RNAe-QTL rs8048427. The two RNAe-QTL
rs1180588 and rs8048427 for the RNAe site
chr16:15795035 were correlated (R2= 0.64 and 0.58 in
Geuvadis and QMDiab, respectively) indicating these two
RNAe-QTL might be a single signal (Fig. 4d). The RNAe-
QTL rs8048427 was too distant from the RNAe site
chr16:15795035 to fall on the same reads or mates (650 bp
distance). We assessed the ASE level for rs8048427 in
homozygous wild type and homozygous for the alternative
allele, for the reference and the alternative allele, respec-
tively (Fig. 4c). We found that ASE level of rs8048427 was
similar to rs1180588.

Discussion

In 2011, Li et al. published the first study on RDD in a
population of 27 individuals [38]. All types of modification
have been reported where the A2I RDD was the most
common. This study has been widely discussed by the
scientific community [39]. These discussions noted that
more than 82% of the detected RDD were sequencing
artifacts, read alignment errors, or incorrect genotypes in
poorly covered regions. Since then, to our best knowledge,
no comprehensive analysis of RDD quantity and origin has
been performed. Our study confirms that enzymatic-driven
RNAe is limited to A2I, at least in the cell types analyzed
here. In addition, DNA duplication and rearrangement
(somatic recombination and hyper-morphic MHC regions)
are the most common source of non-A2I RDD.

We are aware of some technical limitations to this study.
A conversion of cytosine to uracil is another reported type
of RNAe mediated by Apobec-1. But due to the stringent
RNAe filtering strategy adopted here, this RNAe type is

probably excluded because its RNAe level is ~ 15–20%
[40]. Various other interesting findings are probably missed
due to the different ethnicity structure between the dis-
covery and the replication cohorts. The material similarity
used in both RNA-seq data (Lymphoblastoid cells in Geu-
vadis and whole blood cells in QMDiab) did not emphasize
the tissue intervariability as has been shown in the multi-
tissue RNA-seq data [3] (Fig S3). We confirmed by our
analysis (Fig. 2e) that the overall RNAe level was correlated
between the two cell types (lymphocyte cell lines and whole
blood). Lastly, the conservative approach used to detect
common RDD may omit the identification of rare non-
A2I RDD.

RNAe is mainly controlled by in cis genetic variations
[32]. We performed an in cis genetic association study of
2,119 RNAe sites in Geuvadis to detect 1,257 genetic
associations and replicated 472 in QMDiab with Bonferroni
multi testing correction. Two studies identified the genetic
variants controlling the RNAe level in the Geuvadis datasets
[18, 22]. In total, both studies identified 754 RNAe sites
associated with a variant in at least one of the 5 Geuvadis
populations: 393 in [18] and 416 in [22]. In our analysis, the
majority of these RNAe sites (528, 70%) were filtered out
because they were not identified in QMDiab. A total of 80
RNAe-QTLs were replicated in our analysis. The remaining
146 RNAe-QTLs were not confirmed in our analysis due to
the different strategy adopted here. Unlike the two cited
studies, we did not focus on the RNAe population
intervariability.

RNA secondary structure is commonly predicted by
computational methods based on a free energy model.
However, the prediction accuracy is limited due to errors
from thermodynamic parameters, kinetic barriers, the exis-
tence of multiple structural conformations, and protein
interactions [41]. Here, we applied a strategy based on
aligning the region in the vicinity of the RNAe site to the
region in the vicinity all associated SNPs to identify the
causal RNAe-QTL. Out of 65 tested cases, the potential
causal RNAe-QTL for 50 cases was the strongest associa-
tion or a variant highly correlated with the strongest asso-
ciation. We replicated the RNAe-QTL rs8048427
association with the RNAe chr16:15795035 identified by
Park et al. [18].

We demonstrated clear evidence of a specific RNAe
level associated with the two alleles of the RNAe-QTL.
Recently, ASE has been proposed to be a potential
mechanism for explaining how UTR and nonsynonymous
SNPs impact phenotypes and diseases by controlling non-
synonymous RNAe sites [42]. In addition, ASE confirms
the effect of RNAe-QTL on the RNA structure [42].

In summary, our study reviews, through a compre-
hensive analysis the origins of all types of RDD in white
blood cells. A2I is the only likely RDD resulting from a
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RNAe process. Moreover, it is widely accepted now that
RNAe plays a role in double stranded RNA structure
weakening. As we have shown in the examples, RNAe
might also be involved in RNA structure maintaining.
Last, it will be relevant in the next steps to experimentally
validate both hypotheses stating that RNAe destabilizes
(maintains) RNA structure by abrogating (supporting) the
formation of long perfectly matched double stranded RNA
structure.

Data availability

Complete summary statistics for genetic association with
RNAe level in both datasets, Gauvadis and QMDiab, are
available at https://figshare.com/projects/RNAe/77310.
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